Block Puzzle Senior


(12 plastic pieces, each 1.5 by 3/8 by 3/8 inches)

Easy Instructions For Assembling “PUZZLE BLOCK”

Try to assemble puzzle without the aid of instructions. It presents a challenge and is great relaxation.

Note that all the plastic pieces are identical and are not marked with letters. Pieces in drawings are lettered for easy reference.

1. First, place two pieces “A” and “B” into position shown keeping section marked “X” in proper relationship.

2. Fit the next two pieces “C” and “D” into place over “B” watching that sections marked “X” are in proper position.

3. Fit three pieces “E”, “F” and “G” together as shown and push one end of “G” in the direction of arrows through previous assembly.

4. Holding piece “H” in proper position as shown, move it in the direction of arrows so that notches marked “X” meet. Then move “H” into position in the direction of arrows. Another piece “J” (not shown in drawing) should be moved into position from the bottom in the same manner as “H”.

5. Take piece marked “K” on drawing and place it in position as shown. The same should be done at the rear with the last remaining piece “L”. When this is done, slide the right and left side of assembly together interlocking all the pieces and completing puzzle.

Key To Taking Puzzle Apart
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